Abstract-Network reliability analyses have received much attention in heterogeneous wireless network performance evaluation during the last few years. In this paper, a method for heterogeneous wireless network reliability evaluation to meet the required levels of heterogeneous wireless network differences of various graph-theoretic connectivity measures is proposed. A concept of heterogeneous wireless network reliability degree is proposed and a heterogeneous wireless network reliability entropy-based method for analyzing the proposed reliability measure is discussed. This method is based on heterogeneous wireless network survivability and stability analyses. Its core is the computation of some heterogeneous wireless network combinatorial invariants. These invariants, once computed, directly provide pure and simple framework for computation of heterogeneous wireless network reliability. We illustrate how a new approach to assessing the performance of in heterogeneous wireless networks. Our results also illustrate how the characteristics of the heterogeneous wireless networks may affect the performance of the different measures. We also present some simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is often easier to predict heterogeneous wireless network failures than it is to change underlying processes that affect future failure trends. It is easier to focus on making heterogeneous wireless networks more reliable through heterogeneous wireless network topology designs techniques; than it is to understand why heterogeneous wireless network topology designs fail in spite of our considerable effort and ingenuity. It is difficult to concentrate on the economic reasons for system failure, and to incorporate those into our improvement efforts [1] . These problems certainly can be found in heterogeneous wireless network reliability, where each heterogeneous wireless network is geographically dispersed, uniquely configured and interfaced, and distinctly operated and managed [2] . The disruption of a link or a node in the heterogeneous wireless network can greatly worsen the normal pattern of heterogeneous wireless network usages.
Whenever possible, those links or nodes that are significant to the heterogeneous wireless network performance must be made reliable.
Estimating the reliability of a heterogeneous wireless network has been a subject of great interest. The problem mostly is studied on the base of heterogeneous wireless network topology design. At present, there are a great many of the metrics to evaluate the heterogeneous wireless network reliability and we have summarized as follows. We classify the graph-theoretic connectivity measures broadly into two groups: heterogeneous wireless network coherence measures and flux measures [2] (which corresponds to the division of the measures into indirect and direct ones). The coherence measures provide information about some element of heterogeneous wireless network structure (in respect to coherence or fragmentation in reverse) taking into account species dispersal abilities. Coherence measures usually react strongly to the component structure of the heterogeneous wireless network, acknowledging a 'single component' structure as the one maximizing connectivity with a given amount of habitat. In contrast, the flux measures summaries interpatch connections between all pairs of patches. The flux measures can either take into account direct interpatch connections only (direct links) or also allow paths, i.e. indirect links via stepping stone patches. The flux measures mainly aim to evaluate the rate of flow of dispersing individuals at the level of the entire habitat heterogeneous wireless network. Specially, the two groups metrics can be enumerated as follows [3] : Heterogeneous wireless network coherence measures: Coincidence probability, Expected cluster size, Graph diameter, Ratio of graph diameter to the size of the largest component, Flux measures: Integral index of connectivity, Probability of connectivity, Total heterogeneous wireless network connectivity and so on.
In the following, we focus on the graph-theoretic connectivity with heterogeneous wireless network coherence measures. Lee first defined and evaluated the heterogeneous wireless network reliability mainly based on heterogeneous wireless network connectivity [4] . Following the similar idea, a series of heterogeneous wireless network reliability evaluation algorithms and optimization methods have been proposed [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . All these studies are based on the graph theory and the heterogeneous wireless network topology structure. Among these works, synthesis evaluation methods are especially discussed in literatures [3, 12] . Later, Other more advanced synthesis evaluation methods have been proposed, including but not limited to AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) [13, 14] , fuzzy reliability evaluation [15] , and ANN (Artificial Neural Network) [16] . Since 1980s, heterogeneous wireless network congestion and transmission delay have become noticeable factors in the heterogeneous wireless network reliability research. For example, Barberis and Park investigated heterogeneous wireless network availability considering throughput and delay [17, 18] . Tao and Chen considered routing dynamics and congestion into the heterogeneous wireless network reliability computation [19] . In general, the existing heterogeneous wireless network reliability research can be classified into two types [20] : inherent reliability: considering topology connectivity and applicable reliability: considering heterogeneous wireless network traffic. The former focuses on topology structure, and has been analyzed using probability theory and graph theory. The latter focuses on how the heterogeneous wireless network works and what is in the heterogeneous wireless network, and examines performance reliability of the heterogeneous wireless network [21, 22] . But the heterogeneous wireless network reliability evaluations based on inherent reliability mostly only consider heterogeneous wireless network topology connectivity, not involve the heterogeneous wireless network applications and stochastic network.
For overcoming this problem, in this paper, we consider the inherent network reliability and a concept of network reliability degree are proposed and a network reliability entropy-based method for analyzing the proposed network reliability measure is discussed. Furthermore, based on the reliability degree of each node, a method is proposed to evaluate the overall network reliability that considers the effects of different parameters running on the network. Both a case study and experiments are performed to illustrate the proposed concept and methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. System model and assumptions are given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces some concepts of heterogeneous wireless network reliability degree. Section 4 presents our heterogeneous wireless network reliability algorithm and finally, Section 5 gives an example and analysis and Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a heterogeneous wireless network represented by an undirected random graph ( , , )
is a set of nodes and {1, 2, } LL  is a set of logical links with nodes intercommunication. Note that each physical link may need to be regarded as multiple logical links. And ij p is the probability of node i and node j connectivity, where 01 ij
then the heterogeneous wireless network is deterministic network. For any node iV  , we define the node degree by i d , it means the number of incident edges for node i.
In deterministic heterogeneous wireless networks, at an instant, the elements (nodes and/or links) of a heterogeneous wireless network will be in either of two possible states, working or failure. When we measure the reliability of a heterogeneous wireless network to be damaged, we consider that working elements can be successfully attacked by an adversary, resulting in their failure or inactivation. The failure of an edge means that it is removed from the network. While the failure of a vertex means that the vertex and all incident edges are removed from the heterogeneous wireless network [7] . On this condition, the focus is typically made on evaluating the worst case performance of the heterogeneous wireless network in which the adversary intelligently chooses certain elements to inactivate, resulting in the maximum damage to the heterogeneous wireless network.
In heterogeneous wireless random networks, the vertices and edges of a network will be not only the above two states, but they have intermittently work state. In this state, we evaluate the worst case performance of the network in all nodes or links failure factors.
III. EVALUATION COST FUNCTION
For evaluating the reliability of network, we give the concept of reliability degree of node in the following. At first, we define node reliability cost function.
For any node iV  , the node reliability cost function will be composed of the two parts as follows:
A. Survivability Cost Function
For any node iV  , we define the survivability cost function h i :
where N i is the neighbor set of node iV  , ij  denotes the influence cost to j under removing the node i, and 
B. Repairing Cost Function
For any node iV  , we define the repairing cost function by q i. It denotes repair cost of the network after removing the node i. It can be the repair time or repair expense and so on.
Based on the above definitions, we define the reliability cost function of node by K i. Where 
IV. NETWOEK EVALUTION ALGORITHM
Algorithms for computing the heterogeneous wireless network reliability degree and the overall network reliability are explained in this section.
Given a heterogeneous wireless network represented by an undirected random graph ( , , ) ij G V p L , we can evaluate the heterogeneous wireless network reliability through the following steps.
Step 1 Analyze the heterogeneous wireless network, and prepare the static parameters including the reliabilities of nodes and links from the history usage data (they usually can be obtained from devices providers). Assign the weight for each application according to its importance in the heterogeneous wireless network, for example, for any node iV  , i jN  , ij  denotes the influence cost to j under removing the node i, and ij p is the probability of node i and node j connectivity, and i d is node degree of j and the repairing cost function q i.
Step 2 Calculate the node reliability degree based on formula (2-1), (2-2) and (2-3).
Step 3 Calculate the node reliability degree based on formula Gi iV HH    .
Step 4 According to the node reliability degree of every node in the heterogeneous wireless network, we select the nodes with lager node reliability degree as important nodes, and readjust the heterogeneous wireless network topology structure based on different applications.
V. EAXAMPLE AND ANALYSIS
In this section, a case is performed to show how a heterogeneous wireless network reliability can be evaluated using the method described in Section 4. Further experiments are performed on the example heterogeneous wireless network under different conditions to study the effects of heterogeneous wireless network survivability and stability parameters. Figure 1 illustrates a small heterogeneous wireless network. For the network node v i , i=1, 2,3,4, ji vN  , we set the parameters ij p , i d ,  and i q , which denote respectively the probability of node i and node j connectivity, the number of incident edges for node i, the average influence cost under removing the node i and the repairing cost. At first, we study the influence of the node reliability with coefficient of standard deviation. The changes of heterogeneous wireless network reliability are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 , we can see that the heterogeneous wireless network reliability degree is decreased with the coefficient of standard deviation increase. This is reasonable because the coefficient of standard deviation means the difference degree of heterogeneous wireless network node reliability. As the difference is larger, the heterogeneous wireless network reliability is lower. From these results, we can obtain that if we want the heterogeneous wireless network reliability increased, we can choose the heterogeneous wireless network topology with difference of node reliability lower as possible.
In the following, we study the influence of the node reliability with difference connectivity probability. The changes of heterogeneous wireless network reliability are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 2 , we can see that the heterogeneous wireless network reliability degree is increased with the coefficient of standard deviation increase. This is reasonable because the larger connectivity probability means the node degree of heterogeneous wireless network is larger, and the heterogeneous wireless network is more reliable. Traditional heterogeneous wireless network reliability algorithms mainly focus on heterogeneous wireless network topology/connectivity while giving little or no consideration to node reliability and applications on the heterogeneous wireless network. Thus results obtained using the traditional methods are not convincing enough for practical projects in enterprises because applications can affect the performance/reliability of a heterogeneous wireless network greatly. A new application-centric heterogeneous wireless network reliability concept and corresponding evaluation algorithm have been proposed in this paper. As shown through the case study and experiments, the algorithm considers the effects of both component reliabilities and applications in the heterogeneous wireless network reliability evaluation. Our future work will focus on:
(1) How to classify applications to reduce the computational overhead, (2) How to optimize the algorithm to avoid the computational complexity, 
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of wireless communication technology, increasing spectrum demand, spectrum resources become increasingly scarce, and also has been one of the bottlenecks restricting the development of wireless communications [1, 2, 3] . On one hand, the spectrum management scheme always uses a fixed spectrum allocation system. On the other hand, the utilization of licensed spectrum resources is very low. In order to solve the problem of the spectrum resource scarcity and low licensed spectrum utilization, Motorola [1] first proposed the concept of cognitive radio (CR) in 1999.
With the deep study on the theory of cognitive radio, Motorola and Virginia Tech etc. proposed the concept of cognitive radio network (CRN) [4, 5] . By the licensed spectrum resources "secondary use", CRNs can efficiently use licensed spectrum resources of lower utilization, which can effectively alleviate contradiction between the lack of spectrum resources and the growing demand for wireless access. However, medium access control (MAC) protocol as core components of CNR, is to determine whether cognitive users (CUs) can access the network and use which strategies to access medium [6, 7] . It is also to achieve competitive access for licensed spectrum and coordinated control, and thus maximize spectrum utilization efficiency and network throughput. In addition, it is also the basic premise of optimization of spectrum sharing in CRNs [8, 9] . The main function of MAC protocol is to guarantee that cognitive wireless networks have high spectrum utilization and fairness among cognitive users. Different from the traditional MAC protocol in wireless network, CRN MAC needs to be able to dynamically and real-time perceive usage of licensed spectrum [10, 11] . The CUs that are using licensed spectrum, once perceived primary user (PU), need to release occupation of channel as soon as possible or take low interference transmission strategy, in order to avoid the influence on the PU transmission. At the same time, the CUs need to switch in a number of the different channels, which makes the MAC protocol must be based on multi-channel. Recently, many effective multi-channel MAC protocols were proposed for CRNs. A MAC protocol based on the control channel called CCMAC [2] . In CCMAC protocol, the shared spectrums were divided into a control channel and a plurality of data channels. On the control channel, secondary users (SUs) can achieve transmission of control messages such as time synchronization, sensing information exchange, data channel negotiation, the reservation channel access and routing discovery etc. On the data channel, SU can provide voice, video, and data transmission service message. On the data channel, SU can implement the transmission of business messages such as voice, video, and data etc. CCMAC uses a dedicated control channel to effectively alleviate the control and coordination problems of spectrum access between SU in the distributed network. However, due to the management and control functions are concentrated in the control channel, the channel is easy to become the bottleneck of network performance. Reference [3] analyzed the existing control channel design scheme, summarizes the challenges that common control channel (CCC) fa ces. In th e anal ysi s of a syn chron ous multi-channel MAC protocol, an analysis method was explored in [4] for the control channel bottleneck, using RTS/CTS control frame time constraint in the channel negotiation process, But it did not consider control frame constraints limiting factor that the PU protection mechanisms lead to. Two Vee Marco Markov chain model were used in [5] to analyze the performance of IEEE 802.11DCF protocol, but the model does not apply
